
SGC 1/11/22 minutes

2/2-4 SQR visit

Classroom visits

Student interviews about instruction and culture

Parent group and SGC parent interviews

At the end of the 3 day visit, there will be a grade that reflects how well we do with the standards

We are dealing with many absences due to covid and peoples’ kids, etc.

IDT and collaborating and planning is difficult with so many teachers out

SQR is for the school to reflect on itself

Mrs. Mendez asked if downtown would reflect on curriculum that isn’t working, like IM (math)

The parents can answer questions how they see fit

Reginald introducing the parent questions

Most high school parents aren’t aware of the curriculum because teenagers often advocate for

themselves or don’t share info and details with parents

Parents are able to see work in real time on google classroom, which is a positive

Bob Duff brought up a good point about many of these questions relating back to the last 2

years of Covid and that people will answer with covid in mind

It’s very hard to track students because of Covid

Discussion about whether or not NHS has a culture in which students feel comfortable

advocating for themselves and reaching out when they want to improve

Questions about what the district is doing to support the teachers- does the district ever ask the

teachers what they need?

As an SGC, we want to answer the SQR questions and also ask them for

support/resources/staff

In terms of data, parents have said how they feel, but they want to hear how the teachers feel

SGC parents want to send out a poll to find out what the NHS teachers are concerned

about/need support with

Andrea shared that she and Olivia are writing a proposal for a grant for $20,000 to organize a

wellness day


